LONGVIEW FIBRE COMPANY

MAIN OFFICE AND MILLS, LONGVIEW, WASHINGTON

LONGVIEW, WASHINGTON

May 19, 1964

County Surveyor
Tillamook County
Tillamook, Oregon

Gentlemen:

Enclosed please find a copy of our office record of corner information
as assembled and noted by this company. This information is forwarded
in keeping with a policy of this company to furnish corner information
in a readily accessible book form.

As additional sheets and additions to these sheets are forwarded to you,
may we suggest that you remove your old copy sheet and replace it with
the more recent. This will serve not only in keeping you to date but
avoid unnecessary pages in your loose leaf book.

The corner information on these record copies has been assembled by this
company and almost without exception, pertains to corners referenced,
established, or restored by this company.

If you have any questions regarding this information please contact this
office.

Very truly yours,

LONGVIEW FIBRE COMPANY

[Signature]

O. R. Miller
Forest Engineer

ORM: bt
Enclos.
Township 6 South, Range 9 West

1. I found 14 x 14 x 12 stone set for the sec. cor. T 6 S R 5 W S 6 B.T.
and a 30' hemlock S 21° E 92 lgs. All other BT's were down, scribe visible.
I set an iron pipe at corner and scribed a

DESTRUCTED

By Logging

22' hemlock N 20° W 42.5' (slope dist.) T 6 S R 7 W S 1 B.T.
70'  W 53° E 26.0 T 6 S R 9 W S 6 B.T.
30' S 19° W 39.5' (slope dist.) S 12 B.T. on post and
This tree had a rescribe about 3 yrs. old S 1 B.T. I just made a "12" cut on
the one.

Scribed by J. M. Anliker, March 21, 1952
Witness: M. Whitmore, Forest Service.

SEE OCT 18-1963 NOTES

2. Section corner T 6 S R 9 W

June 23, 1949
Q. R. Miller, H. Erickson, C. S. Linnwood

SECTION CORNER T 6 S R 9 & 10 W

CORNER WAS REFERENCED PRIOR TO LOGGING. EXISTING BT'S AND CORNER WERE
DESTROYED DURING LOGGING OPERATIONS.
CORNER WAS REESTABLISHED AS FOLLOWS:

SET 1/2' x 30' IRON PIPE AT CORNER, FROM WHICH A
26' HEMLOCK STUMP BEARS N81°30'W - 41.8 FEET SCRIBED S 1 BT
40' HEMLOCK SNAG BEARS S65°30'E - 93.6 FEET SCRIBED S 7 BT
42' FIR STUMP BEARS N77°00'E - 124.3 FEET SCRIBED S 6 BT

Scribed by: David Bowden, LFCO.
Witness: Robert Stewart.

October 18, 1953

BOOK 3
Township 6 South, Range 9 West.

I found 14 x 14 x 12 stone set for the sec. cor. T 6 S Ranges 9 & 10 W., and a 20" hemlock S 21° E 92 lvs. All other BT's were down, scribe visible. I set an iron pipe at corner and scribe a

22" hemlock N 10° W 42.5' (slope dist.) T 6 S R 10 W S 1 B.T.
7° " "  N 53° E 26.0  T 6 S R 9 W S 6 B.T.
40° " "  S 19° W 39.5' (slope dist.)  S 12 B.T. on root spur.

This tree had a rescribe about 3 yrs. old S 1 B.T. I just made a "12" out of the one.

Scribed by J. M. Amiker, March 21, 1952
Witness: M. Whitmore, Forest Serv. AG.

Section corner 16-21, T. 5 and 6 South, Range 9 and 10 West. Found a 2" stake at this section corner. Stake probably set by Forest Service. No. B.T. 2

Doubling 4 South, Range 9 W3/4

1. I found 14 x 14 x 13 stone set for the sec. corn. 12_6 H. T. 6 S 0 H 10 W.

   and a 25º banklock S 21º E 92 lbs. All other N's were down, mfrs idlible.

   I set an iron pipe at corner and scrib'd a

   22º banklock S N10º 0' 42.5 (slope dist.) T 6 5 R 10 0 0 0 H. T.

   7º N 0 0 0 0 0 26.0

   40º E 3 19º S 37.8 (slope dist.) 5 12 H. T. on rock spur.

   This tree had a rescribe about 3 yrs. old & 1 B.T. I just made a "12" out of

   the one.

   Scribed by J. H. Miller, March 21, 1949

   Klamath, N. California, Forest Service

2. Section corner 34_3/8, 7, 5 and 6 South, Range 9 and 10 West. Found 1 2º stake

   at this section corner. Stake probably set by Forest Service, No. B.T.

   June 21, 1949

   J. H. Miller, W. Erickson, G. H. Sandal
Section 7

Remark 6 corners, Range 3 West

1. I found a 14 x 14 x 12' stone set for the Sec. corner, 6 R. 6 S N's. 9 A 10 N, 1977

and a 20' headlock 21' E 92' Nw. All other B.Y's. were down, scribes visible.

I set an L. P. at corner and scribed as:

22' headlock S 23° W 12.5' (slope Dist.) T. 6 S R 10 W S 1 B.Y.

72' = 22' S 23° W 26.0'

40' = 8 19° W 39.5' (slope Dist.) T. 6 B R 9 W S 6 B.Y.

This tree had a scribe about 3 yrs. old S 1 B.Y. I just made a "12" out of the "11".

Scribed by J. M. Anika

Witness: H. Walton, Forest Service

BOOK 3